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Abstract
We state existence and localisation results for a fully nonlinear boundary value
problem using the upper and lower solutions method. With this study we aim to
contribute to a better understanding of some analytical features of a problem arising
in ﬁnancial modelling related to the introduction of transaction costs in the classical
Black-Scholes model. Our result concerns stationary solutions which become
interesting in ﬁnance when the time does not play a relevant role such as, for
instance, in perpetual options.
1 Introduction
In , Fisher Black and Myron Scholes suggested a model that became fundamental for
the valuation of ﬁnancial derivatives in a complete frictionless market. Along with the no-
arbitrage possibilities, the classical Black-Scholes model assumes that in order to replicate
exactly the returns of a certain derivative, the hedging portfolio is continuously adjusted
by transactioning the underlying asset of the derivative. This fact can only happen if no
transaction costs exist when buying or selling ﬁnancial assets. Otherwise, a continuous
adjustment would imply that those costs, such as taxes or fees, would become inﬁnitely
large.
Hence the introduction of transaction costs in themodel is a problem that has beenmo-
tivating the work of several authors and has led to the study of newmodels that generalise
the classical Black-Scholes model.
In this paper, we aim to give a contribution to better understanding of some analytical
features of the problem. We are concerned with the existence and localisation results for
the nonlinear second-order Dirichlet boundary problem
⎧⎨
⎩x
(V ′′) + pxV ′′ + qxV ′ = qV in ]c,d[,
V (c) = Vc, V (d) = Vd,
()
where  < c < d and p, q are positive constants (p and q can be assumed nonnegative, but
the assumption is neither interesting from themathematical viewpoint nor reasonable for
applications to ﬁnance). We also consider that Vc ≤ Vd . This assumption turns out to be
quite natural in some ﬁnancial settings, for instance, if we are dealing with call options.
This problem is related to the study of stationary solutions of a nonlinear parabolic equa-
tion that models the valuation of a call option in presence of transaction costs. These sta-
tionary solutions give the option value V as a function of the stock price, which can be
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interesting when dealing with a model where the time does not play a relevant role such
as, for instance, in perpetual options.
Since x ∈ [c,d] with c > , the equation of () is of the following type:
(
V ′′
) + ν(x)V ′′ +ψ(x)V ′ = μ(x)V .
However, we will consider it in the form presented in () in order to keep some similarity
to the ﬁnancial setting problem, as we will see later.
The arguments used rely on the upper and lower solutions method (see [, ]).
The results we present were motivated by the work of Amster et al. (see []). There, the
authors studied an analogous problem but without obtaining a localisation result. Then
they proceeded their study using a limit of a nonincreasing (nondecreasing) sequence of
upper (respectively lower) solutions. Those resultswere proved under someLipschitz con-
dition, which has some ﬁnancial implications. We do not assume such a condition and,
moreover, we obtain localisation information on the solution.
In this paper, we state some existence results for the problem (), following a previ-
ous study contained in [], and improving the localisation result. Relating to the ﬁnan-
cial model, this implies more accuracy in the information of the option regarding the be-
haviour of the stock value, in amodel where transaction costs are considered. In Section ,
we consider an auxiliary problem. Using the results proved there, we state in Section  an
existence and localisation theorem for (). In Section , we make some comments on the
ﬁnancial problem that suggested our analytical study. With this section we aim to illus-
trate the interplay between ﬁnance and mathematics which, in fact, is very challenging
and often stimulates the use of innovative mathematical and computational techniques.
2 Auxiliary result
Observe that the equation of () is from the algebraic point of view a second-order equa-
tion in the variable Y = V ′′. So, solving it algebraically in order of V ′′, we obtain the equiv-
alent form
V ′′ = –px
 ±√px – qx(xV ′ –V )
x ,












 ∓√px – qx(xV ′ –V )
x .
This fact suggests the study of the auxiliary problem
⎧⎨
⎩V
′′ +H(x,V ,V ′) = ,
V (c) = Vc, V (d) = Vd,
()










px + qx|xV ′ –V |
x .
The main argument to prove Theorem  relies on the method of upper and lower solu-
tions.




α(c)≤ Vc, α(d)≤ Vd.
()
Similarly, an upper solution β ∈ C of () is deﬁned by reversing the inequalities in ().
A solution of () is a function u which is simultaneously a lower and an upper solution.
A function f is said to satisfy the Nagumo condition on some given subset E ⊂ I × R if
there exists a positive continuous function ϕ ∈ C(R+, [ε, +∞[), ε > , such that





ϕ(s) ds = +∞. ()






. The function α(x) = Vdd x is a lower solution of the problem ().
. If k =
√
q
c is small enough, then the function
α(x) =
Vd –Vc




is a lower solution of the problem ().
. The function
β(x) = Vd –Vcd – c x +
dVc – cVd
d – c
is an upper solution of the problem ().
Proof






















d c≤ Vc, α(d) =
Vd
d d = Vd.
. Consider now the function
α(x) =
Vd –Vc
d – c x
 + d
Vc – cVd




d – c c
 + d
Vc – cVd




d – c d
 + d
Vc – cVd
d – c = Vd.


























√|xV ′ –V |
= –k





So, if we plug the function α(x) in the ﬁrst member of the equation in (), we obtain
(Vd –Vc







x, Vd –Vcd – c x
 + d
Vc – cVd
d – c ,
(Vd –Vc





≥ Vd –Vcd – c – k




= Vd –Vcd – c – k




which, for k small enough, is non-negative.
. Consider now the function
β(x) = Vd –Vcd – c x +
dVc – cVd
d – c .
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Then, in an analogous way, we plug β(x) in the ﬁrst member of the equation in (). We
observe that
(Vd –Vc






x, Vd –Vcd – c x +
dVc – cVd
d – c ,
(Vd –Vc







px + qx|Vd–Vcd–c x – Vd–Vcd–c x + dVc–cVdd–c |
x < 
and
β(c) = Vc, β(d) = Vd.
So, the three assertions of the lemma are proved. 








c can take in the above assertion . In fact, for x ∈ [c,d] and since Vdd ≤ Vcc , easy
computations show that
∣∣x(Vd –Vc) – (dVc – cVd)∣∣≤ (d – c)(Vd +Vc).
Therefore, if k ≤ K∗, we have







|x Vd–Vcd–c – d
Vc–cVd
d–c |
for all x ∈ [c,d],
which is used in the last step of the proof of assertion .
Now we state an existence and localisation result for the auxiliary problem ().
Theorem  Suppose that Vdd ≤ Vcc . Then:
. The problem () has a solution V such that
Vd
d x≤ V (x)≤
Vd –Vc
d – c x +
dVc – cVd
d – c .
. If k =
√
q
c is small enough, the problem () has a solution V such that
Vd –Vc
d – c x
 + d
Vc – cVd
d – c ≤ V (x)≤
Vd –Vc
d – c x +
dVc – cVd
d – c .
. If Vdd =
Vc
c , the function V (x) =
Vd
d x is a solution of the problem ().
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Proof By the previous lemma, we know already that there are lower and upper solutions
for the problem (). It is also clear that they are well ordered, that is,
α ≤ β and α ≤ β .
So, if the function H satisﬁes the Nagumo condition, the thesis will follow by [] or [].
In order to prove assertions  and , we consider the sets, respectively,
E =
{
(x, y, z) ∈ [c,d]×R : Vdd x≤ y≤
Vd –Vc







(x, y, z) ∈ [c,d]×R : Vd –Vcd – c x
 + d
Vc – cVd
d – c ≤ y≤
Vd –Vc





Function H satisﬁes the Nagumo condition in E and in E. In fact, we have that
∣∣H(x, y, z)∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣px –
√














d – c x +
dVc – cVd










d – c d +
dVc – cVd




Thus, for some positive constants k and k, we have that





√|s| ds = +∞.
So, by what was said above, the ﬁrst two assertions of the thesis hold.
The third assertion follows directly from obvious computations. 
Proposition  Consider the problem () and the solution V given by Theorem . Then V
is convex and satisﬁes V (x)≥ xV ′(x) in [c,d].
Proof The convexity of the solution V follows easily by the equation of the problem ()











xV ′(x) –V (x)
)′ = xV ′′(x)≥ 
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then
xV ′(x) –V (x)≤ dV ′(d) –Vd.
But, using Theorem , assertion , we have that V ′(d)≤ Vdd . In fact, since Vdd x≤ V (x), it
follows that Vdd ≥ V (x)–Vdx–d , for c≤ x < d. Letting x→ d, we obtain that Vdd ≥ V ′(d).
Then we have
xV ′(x) –V (x)≤ . 
3 Existence and localisation result
We return to the original problem () and state an existence and uniqueness result. We
also provide information on the localisation of the solution.
Theorem  Consider the nonlinear Dirichlet boundary value problem (). The following
assertions hold:





. If Vdd <
Vc
c , then the problem () has a convex solution V such that
Vd
d x≤ V (x)≤
Vd –Vc
d – c x +
dVc – cVd
d – c . ()
. If Vdd <
Vc
c and k =
√
q
c is small enough, then the problem () has a convex solution V
such that
Vd –Vc
d – c x
 + d
Vc – cVd
d – c ≤ V (x)≤
Vd –Vc
d – c x +
dVc – cVd
d – c . ()
. Moreover, V is the unique convex solution of () in any of the above cases.
Proof
. It is easily veriﬁed that V (x) = Vcc x satisﬁes the equation of () and V (c) = Vc, and that
the boundary condition V (d) = Vd results if and only if Vdd =
Vc
c .
. Let V∗ denote a convex solution of the auxiliary problem () given by Theorem .
Then, using () and Proposition , we have that












px – qx(xV ′∗ –V∗)
x ;




) + pxV ′′ + q(xV ′ –V ) = .
SinceV∗(c) = Vc andV∗(d) = Vd , we conclude thatV∗ is a solution of theDirichlet bound-
ary value problem (). Statement () is obtained from Theorem .
. The proof is the same as for the previous case.
. The uniqueness result follows immediately from Theorem . of []. 
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Figure 1 Localisation of the convex solution for
the problem (1) stated by Theorem 2, assertion 2.
Figure 2 Localisation of the convex solution for
the problem (1) stated by Corollary 1.
Remark  We remark that Theorem . of [] guarantees the existence and uniqueness of
a solution but does not give information on localisation, due to themethod used. However,
using that uniqueness result, from the above theorem, assertions  and , we can derive
the following corollary.
Corollary  Let Vdd < Vcc . If k =
√
p
c is small enough, then the nonlinear Dirichlet boundary










≤ V (x)≤ Vd –Vcd – c x +
dVc – cVd
d – c . ()
Figure  illustrates the localisation for x ∈ [c,d] of the convex solution for the problem ()
whose existence is given by assertion  of Theorem .
Assertion  of Theorem  improves the localisation result contained in assertion  as
long as k is small enough. In fact, more accuracy is obtained near c.
Figure  is an illustration of the new localisation of the convex solution in this case.
4 Application to a generalised Black-Scholes model
For better understanding how that above equation appears from ﬁnancial option pricing,
we present in this section some of the ﬁnancial and mathematical features that lie behind
the model. Namely, we will refer to the introduction of transaction costs in the classical
Black-Scholes (BS) model. The classical BS model concerns the price of a call or a put
option on an underlying asset when the price of this asset itself is modelled as a geometric









∂S – rV = ,
with the ﬁnal condition, which represents the pay-oﬀ function,
V (T ;S) = φ(S),
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where V is the option price, S is the stock price at time t, T is the maturity time, r is the
interest short rate and σ is the volatility of the stock returns.
When approaching the question of introducing transaction costs in the classical Black-
Scholes model, one of the ﬁrst main references is the work presented by Leland in [], that
suggests a market with proportional transaction costs. That is, considering ν the number
of shares (it is positive if the agent buys or negative if the agent sells) and S the price of the
asset at time t, the costs of the transaction of ν shares at time t are given by
kS|ν|,
where the constant k >  depends on the parts involved in the transaction.
Leland [] suggested a new strategy using transaction costs proportional to the mone-
tary value of any buy or sale of the asset. Leland’s replication strategy consisted in using
the common Black-Scholes formulae in periodical revisions of the portfolio but with an
appropriately enlarged volatility. This is a model widely accepted in the ﬁnancial industry.
However, there are some mathematical problems with this approach, as referred by Ka-
banov and Safarian []: the terminal value of the replicating portfolio does not converge to
the terminal payoﬀ of the derivative if the transaction costs do not depend on the number
of revisions (tending to inﬁnity), limiting discrepancy that can be calculated explicitly.
In this work we use a slightly diﬀerent structure for the transaction costs that was pre-
sented by Amster et al. []. We assume that the individual cost of the transaction of each
share diminishes as the number of shares transactioned increases, which is represented
by considering the cost as the percentage given by
h(ν) = a – b|ν|,
where ν is the number of shares traded (ν >  in a buy or ν <  in a sale) and a,b >  are
constants depending on the individual investor.
We consider the hedging portfolio consisting in an option of value V (short position)
and Δ shares of the underlying asset of price S (long position), and consider a strategy
where the portfolio is reviewed every δt, with δt a ﬁnite, ﬁxed time step.
The inclusion of transaction costs in the classical Black-Scoles model leads us to the




















∂S – rV = ,
where μ is the drift coeﬃcient and σ is the volatility of the underlying asset.
Considering a small enough such that
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The equation obtained () is clearly an extension of the classical Black-Scholes equa-
tion. The introduction of our particular model for the transaction costs in the option pric-
ing market led us to a partial diﬀerential equation that contains the Black-Scholes terms
with an additional nonlinear term modelling the presence of transaction costs. We also
use an adjusted volatility in the model σ˜ , not the real volatility σ .
When concerned with the existence and localisation of stationary solutions of the above
equation, in order to consider models where the inﬂuence of time does not play an impor-









Dividing by the positive constant bσ  and writing p = σ˜bσ and q =
r




) + pSV ′′ + q(V ′S –V ) = .
This equation is precisely the equation of the problem () studied in the previous section.
Contributions to better understanding of the analytical features of themodel can be useful
for future developments of the ﬁnancial model itself. In fact, research is full ofmany exam-
ples that illustrate the fruitful interplay between ﬁnance and mathematics with reciprocal
advantages.
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